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Abstract
Operating systems have been shown to waste machine re-
sources by leaving cores idle while work is ready to be
scheduled. This results in suboptimal performance for user
applications, and wasted power.

Recent progress in formal verification methods have led
to operating systems being proven safe, but operating sys-
tems have yet to be proven free of performance bottlenecks.
In this paper we instigate the first effort in proving perfor-
mance properties of operating systems by designing a mul-
ticore scheduler that is proven to be work-conserving.

1. Introduction
Operating system schedulers are a central part of the re-
source management in multicore machines, yet they often
fail to fully leverage available computing power. The default
Linux scheduler (CFS) has been shown to leave cores idle
while threads are waiting in runqueues (Lozi et al. 2016).
This is not an intended behavior: CFS was designed to be
work-conserving, meaning it tries to keep cores busy when
work is ready for execution. In practice, leaving cores idle re-
sults in suboptimal performance and wasted power: we have
observed many-fold performance degradation in the case of
scientific applications, and up to 25% decrease in throughput
for realistic database workloads.

Recent efforts have allowed operating systems to be for-
mally specified and proven correct according to their speci-
fication (Gu et al. 2016; Klein et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2015;
Amani et al. 2016). Yet, performance properties are largely
missing from these specifications: no general-purpose op-
erating system is proven to be work-conserving, fair be-
tween threads, or reactive (i.e., to have a bound on the de-
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lay to schedule ready threads). Particularly challenging is
that, unlike safety properties that either always hold or are
broken, performance properties are more loosely defined.
For instance, it is perfectly acceptable for a core to become
temporarily idle (e.g., after an application exits). Temporary
idleness must therefore not be treated as a violation of the
work-conserving property.

Another challenge in proving performance properties of
multicore schedulers comes from uncoordinated concurrent
operations. In CFS, for instance, two cores might decide to
steal work from a third core at the same time. In this situa-
tion, one of the two cores might fail to steal work because the
third core no longer has enough threads to give. Introducing
locks to avoid failures is not a desirable option: locking the
runqueue of the third core prevents that core from schedul-
ing work and may impact the whole system performance.
We think that it is desirable to allow cores to look at the other
cores’ states and take optimistic decisions based on these ob-
servations, without locks. Occasional failure to steal threads
based on these optimistic decisions should not be considered
to be a work-conservation violation. The proper correctness
criterion is rather that over time every idle core will manage
to steal work from overloaded cores. Handling optimistic de-
cisions and failures is a significant difference with previous
attempts at certifying concurrent operating systems, which
forced all operations to succeed.

In this paper, we investigate a first effort at better defin-
ing and proving performance properties of an optimistic
multicore scheduler. More precisely, we present the design
and correctness proof of the load balancing part of a multi-
core scheduler with respect to work conservation. We target
schedulers that could be used in practice, which implies that
the scheduler should scale to a large number of cores, and
implement the complex scheduling heuristics used on mod-
ern hardware such as NUMA-aware thread placement.

The backbone of our solution is a set of abstractions
that express the fundamental building blocks of a sched-
uler. These abstractions are exposed to kernel developers via
a domain-specific language (DSL), which is then compiled
to C code that can be integrated as a scheduling class into
the Linux kernel, and to Scala code that is verified by the



Leon toolkit (Leon System for Verification 2010). The de-
sign of our abstractions was driven by three constraints: (i)
providing sufficient expressiveness, (ii) enabling verification
of scheduling policy behavior, and (iii) incurring low over-
head. One main technique was to design abstractions that
would decompose the scheduler into multiple operations that
can be verified in isolation, thus simplifying the proving ef-
fort.

This paper makes the following contributions: (i) We
formalize work-conserving properties for multicore sched-
ulers in the presence of concurrent, and possibly conflicting,
work-stealing attempts. (ii) We present abstractions that al-
low one to design an optimistic multicore scheduler and al-
low reducing the proving effort. (iii) We investigate the de-
sign of proofs of work-conserving properties in a concurrent
environment.

2. Related Work
Kernel correctness Avoiding race conditions and dead-
locks in operating systems has been studied in previous
works (Engler and Ashcraft 2003; Savage et al. 1997; Erick-
son et al. 2010; Vojdani et al. 2016; Deligiannis et al. 2015).
These systems are restricted to detecting simple ordering
properties: shared variables are checked to be accessed only
in critical sections, and a strict ordering of locks is checked
to prevent deadlocks. Recently, a full multicore micro-kernel
has been certified functionally correct (Gu et al. 2016). We
follow these works to prove the correctness of critical sec-
tions in our code, but allow a more relaxed concurrency
model that takes into account optimistic decisions.

D3S (Liu et al. 2008), Likely Invariants (Sahoo et al.
2013), and ExpressOS (Mai et al. 2013) ensure that no over-
flow or underflow happens in the kernel. These works allow
expressing invariants that a system must follow, but are cur-
rently limited to verifying low level properties of systems
(ordering of locks, boundaries of variables).

Another approach to improve the correctness of systems
is to formally specify their intended behavior and verify
that their implementation matches the specification. SeL4
was the first attempt at specifying a full micro-kernel (Klein
et al. 2009). Frost et al. (Frost et al. 2007) present abstrac-
tions to make file-system dependencies explicit (e.g., a read
must be done after a write). Formal specifications of file
systems (Chen et al. 2015; Amani et al. 2016) are a recent
breakthrough in the formal specification of operating sys-
tems. Like these works, we aim to prove high level properties
of systems, with the added difficulty of handling concurrent
operations.

Besides formal proofs, model checking has also been
used to check kernel properties. CMC (Musuvathi et al.
2002) finds implementation bugs that can lead to crashes.
Yang et al. (Yang et al. 2006) found deadlocks in file sys-
tems. A scheduler is particularly challenging to model check
due to the large number of possible workloads and concur-
rent operations.

Detecting performance issues Performance regression
testing has been done for a long time in operating systems.
The Linux Kernel Performance project (Chen et al. 2007)
was initiated in 2005 to test for performance regressions.
The project uses standard workloads (scientific applications,
databases) and compares their performance on every major
kernel version. Applications are tested in isolation to avoid
performance fluctuations due to non deterministic schedul-
ing decisions in multi-application workloads. While these
tests might reveal flagrant flaws in the scheduler design, they
are unlikely to find complex bugs that happen when multiple
applications are scheduled together.

Work has been done to check that the time taken by
various kernel functions is within “reasonable” bounds (Perl
and Weihl 1993; Shen et al. 2005). These works could be
used to detect performance bugs due to inefficient code paths
in the kernel. While these works are an essential first step
in understanding abnormal kernel behaviors, they cannot
be used to detect high-level issues, such as cores staying
idle while threads are ready to be scheduled. The same
principles have been applied in distributed systems with the
same limitations (Aguilera et al. 2003; Chanda et al. 2007;
Barham et al. 2004; Attariyan et al. 2012).

Formalizing OS behavior Xu et al. (Xu and Lau 1996)
have studied the speed of convergence of various load bal-
ancing algorithms. We plan to build upon this work to
prove latency limits on the work-conserving property of our
scheduler. DSLs have been proposed to make OSes more
robust (Muller et al. 2000). They have been used to en-
able manipulating devices safely (Schüpbach et al. 2011;
Ryzhyk et al. 2009; Mérillon et al. 2000) and to write sched-
ulers (Muller et al. 2005). For Bossa (Muller et al. 2005), the
authors proved low-level scheduling properties, e.g., a core
never executes a thread that is blocked. We build upon this
work to design abstractions for multi-core schedulers.

3. Defining Work Conservation for an
Optimistic Multicore Scheduler

Informally, a work-conserving scheduler guarantees that the
CPU resource will not be wasted indefinitely. In this section,
we provide a formal definition of a work-conserving mul-
ticore scheduler. First, we define a model of an optimistic
scheduler and explain how threads are assigned to cores in
that model. Second, we define work conservation in that con-
text.

3.1 Scheduler model
A scheduler is defined with reference to, for each core of
the machine, the current thread, if any, that is running on
that core, and a runqueue containing threads waiting to be
scheduled. Cores can only schedule threads that are waiting
in their own runqueue. This model is used by most general-
purpose operating systems (Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris, Win-



dows, etc.) since having a runqueue per core avoids con-
tention issues (Multiple run-queues for BFS 2012).

The downside of having each core schedule work from
its own runqueue is that threads may need to be migrated
between runqueues to keep cores busy. We define an idle
core as a core that has no current thread and no thread in its
runqueue. We define an overloaded core as a core that has
two or more threads, including the current thread.

Periodically, the amount of work waiting in the cores’
runqueues is balanced. We call each occurrence of this peri-
odic process a load balancing round. The simplest load bal-
ancers try to balance the number of threads in runqueues, but
realistic schedulers usually adopt more complex load bal-
ancing strategies. For instance, CFS considers some threads
more important (different niceness), and gives them a higher
share of CPU resources. In this context, the load balancer
tries to balance the number of threads weighted by their im-
portance. We make no assumption on the criteria used to de-
fine how the load should be balanced. We only aim to verify
that the criteria do not lead to wasted CPU resources.

The operations of a load balancing round might be per-
formed simultaneously on multiple cores, both idle and non-
idle. For instance, in CFS, load balancing operations are per-
formed simultaneously on all cores every 4ms. In a load-
balancing round, each core independently chooses another
core from which to steal, and then performs the stealing op-
eration. When load balancing operations happen simultane-
ously on multiple cores, some of them may conflict. For ex-
ample, if two cores simultaneously try to steal a thread from
a third core that has only one thread waiting in its runqueue,
then one of the two cores will fail to steal a thread.

Our scheduler model integrates potential failures of the
load balancing round operations. In a load balancing round,
a core (i) tries to find a core from which to steal (selection
phase), and then (ii) tries to steal from the core it has chosen
(stealing phase). As the selection phase is lock-less, a core
is not guaranteed to be able to steal everything that it has
selected. In our model, the selection phase may not modify
runqueues, and all accesses to shared variables must be read-
only. The stealing phase must be done atomically for cor-
rectness (i.e., no two cores should be able to steal the same
thread).

In order to simplify the proofs, we break the load bal-
ancing down into three steps, as shown in Figure 1. First,
a core uses a filter function to create a list of other cores
that it can steal from. Second, it chooses a core from this
list (if any). Third, the core steals thread(s) from the cho-
sen core. Having a filter and then a choice is leveraged in
the proofs. In fact, the choice step can mostly be ignored in
the work-conserving proof: if the filter defined in the first
step is correct then, no matter which core is chosen in the
second step, threads can be stolen from the chosen core (as-
suming no other core is stealing threads from that core con-
currently). The exact choice of the core does not matter for

the correctness proof. This provides a notable simplification
of the proving effort as the counterpart of the choice step
in legacy OSes usually contains all the complex heuristics
used to perform smart thread placement (e.g., giving priority
to some core to improve cache locality, NUMA-aware deci-
sions, etc.).

Choice
(Choose a core to steal from)

Filter
(Only keep stealable cores)

Steal

All cores

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

} Selection
Phase

(no lock)

Stealing
Phase

(src and dst locked)

Figure 1: The three steps performed by a core during a load
balancing round. First, the core decides from which cores
threads can be stolen. Second, the core decides from which
core to steal amongst the selected cores (if any). Third, the
core performs the stealing operation. During the third step,
the runqueue of the core that initiated the stealing operation
and the runqueue of the targeted core are both locked.

3.2 Work conservation
We now formalize the work-conserving property of a sched-
uler. An ideal work-conserving scheduler would make sure
that at any given instant no thread is waiting in a runqueue if
a core is idle. In practice, idleness is expected and inevitable:
because stealing attempts can fail, a core may remain idle
even though it tried to steal work from an overloaded core.
The correctness criterion presented below instead requires
that this situation does not persist forever.
Definition:
Let {1, ..., n} be a list of cores and ci be the state of core i.

Let s be a scheduler.
Let s.lb(c1, ..., cn) be the execution of a load balancing

round, producing a new set of core states c′1, ..., c
′
n.

Then, s is work-conserving
⇐⇒ ∀c1, ..., cn,∃N, c′1, ..., c

′
n |

s.lbN (c1, ..., cn) = (c′1, ..., c
′
n) ∧

∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, idle(c′i)⇒!overloaded(c′j)


A scheduler is work-conserving iff there exists an integer

N such that after N load balancing rounds no core is idle
while a core is overloaded.

4. Load Balancing Abstractions and Proofs
In this section, we present a simple load balancer and a
sketch of the proof that the load balancer is work-conserving.
Our proofs are under the assumption that that no thread en-
ters or leaves the runqueues (e.g., no thread is created or ter-
minated). This is an acceptable assumption since changes in
the runqueues could perpetually prevent the load balancing



rounds from stealing threads (one could imagine that threads
always terminate before being stolen). We begin with a proof
that a simple load balancer is work-conserving in the case
of no concurrency. Then we show that concurrency signifi-
cantly complicates the proving effort.

4.1 Simple load balancer
Listing 1 presents the Leon code of a simple load balancer
that tries to balance the number of threads between cores.
The code of the load balancer follows the abstractions pre-
sented in Section 3.1. As indicated by the filter function,
(step 1 of the abstraction, line 6 of Listing 1), a core A only
steals tasks from a core B if A has at least two fewer threads
than B. If this is the case, then, as indicated by the stealing
function (step 3, line 11) A steals one task from B. We do not
describe the choice of the core performed during the second
step (line 9), as it has no influence on the work-conserving
proof: it suffices to ensure that the selected core is in the list
of stealable cores (line 10).

4.2 Simple context - No concurrency
We now explain how to leverage the three step structure in
work-conserving proofs in a simplified setup. In this setup,
in each load-balancing round the load-balancing operations
do not overlap (i.e., core 0 first does all three load-balancing
steps in isolation, then core 1 does all three steps, etc.). We
also assume that no thread is added or removed from the
runqueues outside of load balancing operations. These con-
straints simplify proofs, because load balancing operations
cannot fail. Still, these proofs are important to show that
the filter and stealCore functions are sound, meaning that
(i) an idle core wants to steal from overloaded cores (and
only them), and (ii) during the stealing phase (third step),
the idle core actually steals threads from an overloaded core,
and does not steal too much from that overloaded core (i.e.,
in our load-balancing algorithm, the overloaded core should
not end up idle after the load-balancing operation).

Listing 2 shows a Leon proof that, when work stealing
is initiated from an idle core, and the machine has at least
one overloaded core, then the idle core must not filter out
all cores of the machine. Using Leon, Lemma1 is expressed
as a function that must hold true (.holds) for all values of
thief and cores that match the requirements on line 8.
Since we only care about idle cores being able to steal from
other cores, line 8 specifies that the lemma only applies when
thief is idle (recall that non-idle cores also perform load
balancing operations in our model). The proof is simple: we
want to check that a core with 0 threads tries to steal from a
core with 2 or more threads. In our non-concurrent setting,
Leon can automatically prove that this property holds, even
for relatively complex filter functions. For instance, we have
found that the proof is still automatically verified for a load
balancer that tries to balance the number of threads weighted
by their importance. In a sequential setting, this proof is
sufficient to ensure that, after one round of load balancing

operations on an idle core, if the system had an overloaded
core, then the idle core has successfully stolen a thread.
Proving that stealing threads cannot make the affected cores
idle is then sufficient to prove that the scheduler is work-
conserving.

The apparent simplicity of the proof is a direct result of
using the abstractions. Most of the complex load-balancing
logic (step 2 in Figure 1) is ignored: we only need to prove a
property of the filter (step 1) and then ensure that the second
step returns a core contained in the result of the first step.

4.3 More realistic context - Adding concurrency and
failures

The properties of Section 4.2 are not sufficient when multi-
ple cores perform load balancing operations simultaneously,
because in this case work-stealing attempts can fail. Failed
attempts imply that idle cores might remain idle at the end
of a round. In this section, we give an intuition on how we
prove work conservation in the presence of failures.

We begin with an example that illustrates the challenges
in designing a work-conserving load-balancing algorithm
for a concurrent setting. Suppose that we replace the filter
function in Listing 1 by the following, which allows any core
to steal from any other overloaded core:

def canSteal(stealee) = { stealee.load() >= 2 }

This filter makes our algorithm incorrect in the presence of
failures. For example, consider a three-core system where
core 0 is idle, core 1 has 1 thread and core 2 has 2 threads.
During the first load-balancing round, cores 0 and 1 both
want to steal a thread from core 2; core 1 succeeds and core
0 fails. During the second round, the same situation could
happen, inverting cores 1 and 2, which brings the machine
back to the initial state. Core 0 might fail to steal threads
forever. A correct load-balancing algorithm must prevent
this sort of infinite ping-pong of threads between non-idle
cores.

Thus, to show work conservation, we have to show that
after a finite number of load-balancing rounds either all of
the idle cores have successfully stolen tasks, or that there
no longer exist any overloaded cores. Here, we still assume
that no thread is added or removed from runqueues out-
side of load balancing operations. In that context, to prove
work conservation we need to prove two properties: first,
if a work-stealing attempt fails, it is because another work-
stealing attempt performed by another core succeeded, and
second, the number of successful work stealing attempts is
bounded. Combining the two properties we can prove that
the number of failed work-stealing attempts is bounded.

The proof effort is again simplified by the use of the
abstractions defined in Section 3.1. For instance the first
proof can rely on the fact that failed work-stealing attempts
only happen when a core that was marked as stealable during
the selection phase is no longer stealable during the stealing
phase; this means that the filter implemented in the first step



Listing 1 A simple load balancer that follows the 3 steps of Figure 1.

1 case class Core(id: BigInt , current: Option[Task], ready: List[Task], ...) {
2 def load():BigInt = { # User -defined code
3 self.ready.size + self.current.size
4 }
5 def canSteal(stealee: Core):Boolean = {
6 stealee.load() - self.load() >= 2 # Step 1, user -defined filter
7 }
8 def selectCore(cores: List[Core]): Core = {
9 [...] # Step 2, user -defined code to choose a core from the list

10 } ensuring(res => cores.contains(res))
11 def stealCore(stealee:Core):List[Core] = {
12 if(self.canSteal(stealee)) # Check that the filter of step 1 still holds
13 self.stealOneThread(stealee) # Step 3, user -defined code to steal threads from stealee
14 }
15 }

Listing 2 Lemma1: an idle core wants to steal an overloaded core

1 def isOverloaded(core:Core): Boolean = {
2 if(core.current.size == 1) core.ready.size >= 1
3 else core.ready.size >= 2
4 }
5 def Lemma1(thief: Core , cores: List[Core]): Boolean = {
6 @require(thief.ready.size == 0 && !thief.current.isDefined); # thief is idle
7 ( cores.exists(c => isOverloaded(c)) ==> cores.exists(c => thief.canSteal(c)) ) &&
8 ( cores.forall(c => thief.canSteal(c) ==> isOverloaded(c)) )
9 }.holds;

switched from true to false (line 6 of Listing 1). It then
suffices to find which lines of code in the load balancer can
change the value of the filter – since the selection phase is
not allowed to modify the runqueues, the only lines of code
that modify the state of the runqueues are in the stealCore
function that migrates threads; the proof is thus easy to
derive based on the results obtained in the previous section.

For the second proof, we show that the absolute “load
difference” between cores, computed as follows, decreases
with every successful stealing attempt:

d(c1, ..., cn) =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|ci.load − cj .load |

If d always decreases when a core steals threads then,
because d ≥ 0, the number of successful work-stealing
operations is bounded. Intuitively this property holds if the
stealCore function reduces the absolute load difference
between the core that initiated the work-stealing operation
and the core from which threads are stolen. Combined with
the first proof, this implies that the number of load balancing
rounds during which cores want to steal from each other is
bounded, and thus that the number of failures is bounded.
5. Conclusion and Remaining Challenges
Currently multicore operating systems are developed with-
out performance guarantees. The main goal of this work is
to provide abstractions that are expressive enough to write
complex load balancing policies while still allowing these

policies to be broken down into simple building blocks for
which performance properties can be proven with minimal
effort. Particularly challenging is the need to be able to deal
with concurrency, without incurring lock overhead or situa-
tions that can fail indefinitely.

The abstractions presented in this paper make some
progress in that direction. For instance, it is possible to im-
plement cache-aware or NUMA-aware thread placements in
the second step of the load balancing without adding any
complexity to the proofs. However, we have yet to show that
the presented abstractions are sufficient for complex load
balancing strategies, such as that of Linux. We aim to extend
these abstractions to include hierarchical load balancing, for
instance to allow balancing load between groups of cores,
and then inside groups, instead of balancing load directly
between individual cores.

The presented abstractions relax the concurrency require-
ments of traditional certified concurrent systems, by allow-
ing shared variables to be accessed concurrently outside of
critical sections. We believe that this is an essential step
in designing systems that scale to a large number of cores.
However it also significantly increases the proving effort: we
have to prove that all operations will eventually complete de-
spite the presence of failures. To the best of our knowledge,
such proofs have never been done on large-scale systems.
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